
 

 
 

My Company’s data loss won’t happen      
on my watch! 
 
Tesco breach 
1.9bn£ fine 
May 2018 
 
You have a year to prepare 
 
What is the Internet of Things (IoT)? 
The Internet of Things is really quite simple: it’s about connecting devices over the internet,               
letting them talk to us and talk to one another. You might hear them referred to as “smart                  
devices” - as in a smart TV or smartphone.  
 
You may, for example, have a smart meter in your home, which routinely sends your energy                
usage data over the mobile network connected to the internet to the energy provider. This is one                 
example of the Internet of Things.  
 
Another example may be your security system being accessed remotely so you can see who is                
at home, or program your alarm or keep an eye on a pet via CCTV. You can switch your                   
heating on from the train on your way home. Your TV probably has a link to the internet to                   
download movies or access Apps, some refrigerators now tell you when to order more milk, and                
dishwashers and even toasters are increasing becoming wifi enabled. 
 
For businesses, the IoT is booming.  Manufacturing is perhaps the furthest ahead, using it for 
organising manufacturing processes and machines. Smart manufacturing, as it is termed, is 
about creating an environment where all available information—from within the plant floor and 
from along the supply chain—is captured in real-time, made visible and turned into actionable 
insights. This improves all-round efficiency and productivity. 
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For distributors, parcels are now tracked from depot to door to increase efficiency and customer               
service; office and industrial buildings are often managed using internet connected smart            
sensors to improve comfort and reduce energy usage through accurate, real-time information; in             
retail, supermarkets can monitor customer behaviour to better understand their buying habits            
and market more effectively or simply to improve stock rotation and reduce wastage.  
 
The IoT has been labelled “the next Industrial Revolution”, because of the way it will change the                 
way we live, work and play and its use is exploding. 
 
 
 
 
Is the IoT a risk for businesses? 
The IoT offers almost endless possibilities to innovate products, reduce operational costs,            
improve processes, deliver better customer service and, ultimately, improve profitability. But,           
there are also downsides. Given the huge amount of data that these devices can collect, store                
and share, the concerns about privacy and security are very significant. In addition, all these               
devices could be used by cyber-criminals not only to steal information or disrupt your business,               
but could be turned into “botnets” and used in attacks on other businesses or organisations (see                
The EnterpriseRed Guide To DDoS attacks). 
 
How can businesses embrace the IoT while protecting themselves and customers? 
Businesses of all sizes will be surrounded by IoT devices in future - whether using a simple wifi                  
enabled printer in a small office, equipping employees with smartphones or tablets or, at the               
other end of the scale, using the technology to revolutionise their products, services and              
processes. Avoiding the IoT will be impossible and embracing it can provide significant benefits              
in terms of a competitive edge.  
 
But connected devices can be vulnerable to hacking. This could cause significant issues, not              
the least could be the disruption of a business or severe reputation issues or significant financial                
fines if customers’ data is breached.  
 
Businesses should approach such devices in the same way they should with all IT systems - for                 
example, by making sure the latest updates are implemented which should incorporate the             
latest security protection from malware or other devices. When buying smart systems or             
devices, always check how secure they are and make sure whoever installs them, where              
applicable, are researched and recommended. Finally, ensure that ALL your smart devices and             
systems are protected by strong passwords where possible which are not disclosed. 
 
Need help understanding your cyber-security risks? 
Our experts at EnterpriseRed will be happy to talk with you about how you’re using technology                
within your business and whether you have cyber-security risks which we can help you identify,               
understand and minimise or eliminate.  
 
Just call us on +44 (0)203 371 9178 or email us at info@enterprisered.com. 
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About EnterpriseRed 
 
EnterpriseRed is a provider of Enterprise class cyber security solutions. Our team of consultants bring               
significant industry expertise in implementing complex IT solutions. 
 
We provide key solutions based upon market leading products to help organisations counter the ever               
present threat of cyber crime.  
 
Solutions offered include Trusted Knight’s DDoS prevention capabilities, Check Point’s Network security            
products, Blackberry’s new BES/Good EMM software suites, Watchdox by Blackberry secure document            
and email (EFSS) capabilities, CyberInc’s ISLA Malware Isolation System and others.  
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